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A cutting-edge debut novel, THE METHOD ACTORS is set in the flux of Tokyo at the turn of the century. With a cast of wealthy, restless
New Yorkers, French kitchenhands, Russian hostesses, Canadian exchange students, Australian ex-drug addicts, High Court judges,
reclusive cultivators of hallucinogenic mushrooms, and young Chinese Americans living the high life, THE METHOD ACTORS leaps
effortlessly from character to character, from past to present, from New York to Wellington to Tokyo. The rape of Nanking,
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, Japan's quarantining of Dutch merchants on manmade If the Method works so well for actors, why hasn't it
been explored more by authors? The principle is the same, particularly for novelists, who must immerse themselves, like actors, in the
sensations of being someone other than themselves. I'm not just talking about research, although that's a part of it.Â My own novel was
largely written in a cupboard. Memoirs of a Stalker is about a disturbed man who hides in his ex-girlfriend's house for months on end and
spies on her. Having studied Method acting myself, albeit briefly, I inevitably pondered the possibility of actually writing this story in one
of my cupboards at home. What would be the downsides? I might, I realised, lose the respect of my wife. "The Method Actors is a rich,
complex, and accomplished novel" -- The Georgia Straight (Vancouver, BC). "edgy, appealing, smart and a lot hipper than I'll ever be." - San Diego Union Tribune. ShukerÂ’s dizzying debut shimmers with authentic detail, an uncanny, otherworldly sense of place and a
cast of believably hardcore hipsters. - - Publishers Weekly. About the Author. A graduate from the University of Canterbury in
Christchurch, and Victoria University in Wellington, New Zealand, Carl Shuker has lived in Tokyo off and on since 1999. The Method
Actors is his first n... Used by Permission. â€œWake Me Up Before You Go Goâ€ and â€œCareless Whisperâ€ by Wham! Published by
Warner/Chappell Music Inc. This novel was completed with the assistance of a grant from Creative New Zealand. Library of Congress
Cataloging-in-Publication Data. Shuker, R. Carl, 1974-. The method actors : a novel / R. Carl Shuker. p. cm. ISBN 978-0-473-19509-0.
Method acting is a range of training and rehearsal techniques that seek to encourage sincere and emotionally expressive performances,
as formulated by a number of different theatre practitioners. These techniques are built on Stanislavski's system, developed by the
Russian actor and director Konstantin Stanislavski and captured in his books An Actor Prepares, Building a Character, and Creating a
Role.

